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Three small aperture (~600 m) seismic arrays were deployed between April and July, 2004, in the northern Puget Sound to observe tremor during an episodic tremor and slip event (ETS). Tremor has been recognized in real-time using stations of the Pacific Northwest Seismograph Network (PNSN) since mid-February, 2003. Approximate epicenters of tremor bursts have been determined using band-passed, rectified and smoothed versions of the signals. Using small aperture arrays of 6 to 7, 3-component short-period seismometers spaced at approximately 200 m we can correlate phases in the dominant frequency band (2-6 Hz) across individual arrays. Array processing techniques (beam forming and zero-lag cross-correlation) are used to determine the slowness and back-azimuth of tremor bursts. Tremor bursts lasting a few seconds can be identified across the stations of each array. Individual bursts from different back-azimuths often occur within five seconds of one another, indicating the presence of spatially distributed but near simultaneous tremor. Earthquake signals have been used to determine the resolution capabilities of the arrays: 0.01 and 0.02 s/km in slowness and 5-10 degrees in back-azimuth. Polarization analyses indicate that the signals are predominantly SH waves, with minor contributions from P and SV waves. Further analyses are ongoing to determine the hypocentral locations of the tremor bursts, and to track their spatial and temporal progression.
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